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KEY QUESTIONS

but impossible to evaluate without clarity on arrangements outside the EU

- Impact of uncertainty
- Access to EU single market
- Access to Global markets
- Regulation
- Influence over EU rules
- Influence over International rules
KEY QUESTIONS

but impossible to evaluate without clarity on arrangements outside the EU

- UK investment environment
- Access to funding
- Access to labour
- Impact on devolution
- Impact on NI/RoI
KEY QUESTION FOR FARMERS

What would a ‘UK Agricultural Policy’ look like?
RENegotiation ASKS

- Strategic leadership to ensure greater productivity and global competitiveness;
- Science based rules;
- Open balanced trade agreements
PRESENT UFU POSITION

- Still no formalised position
- Waiting on outcome of UK Government negotiations
- Essential that yes/no advocates set out detailed vision for NI Agriculture inside or outside the EU and the CAP
- Will consider if appropriate to advise members on vote
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